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I. INTRODUCTION / CONTEXT
Over the past school year this project has supported 206 vulnerable pupils:

16 at

Tsianolondroa Primary School, 90 at the Lapan’ny Ankizy Centre, and 7 individual pupils (5
in Ambatofinandrahana and 2 in Fianarantsoa town). This in addition to one handicapped girl
and her family, the Andaobato centre for the handicapped (who look after 63 pupils) and 7
students at the university of Fianarantsoa who continued to receive project support. The
COVID-19 crisis did not stop the FBM-NT team from working to help those people in need.

II. ACHIEVEMENTS
II.1. Support for 16 pupils, existing beneficiaries who were re-integrated into
Tsianolondroa Primary School
Activities went well despite the COVID-19 crisis: pupils finished the three terms (26th October
2020 to 30th June 2021) and every day of school year 2020-2021, when there was class, they
had school lunch at the Lapan’ny Ankizy centre. The months of April and May were interrupted
due to COVID-19 restrictions as schools were closed. Only children in the exam class (year 5
of primary school, 7ème) were allowed to continue their studies but whilst respecting a strict
COVID-19 protocol (washing hands with soap, wearing face masks and social distancing of at
least one metre, …). Pupils were provided with food parcels during this hard period. 6/15 of
them passed to the next school year for the intermediate years, 1 out of 2 pupils passed the
CEPE exam and 4/16 pupils dropped-out.

2.1.1 Provision of school kits
Pupils and parents came to receive their school kits, which were distributed to pupils on the 5th
November 2020. They comprised notebooks, pens (4 colours especially for the second year
(10ème) until fifth year (7ème) of primary school), pencils, coloured pencils, a rubber, a ruler, a
compass, chalk (white and coloured), a sponge, a sharpener, and a protective cover for
notebooks. There were slight variations on the kit provided to children in each year depending
on their needs. Chalk (white and coloured) was also given to teachers who distributed to pupils
as needed.
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Freddy (left) and (right) happy pupils on reception of the school kits

2.1.2 Provision of school lunch
Pupils had school lunch every day during the second term. The menu varied from day to day:
rice with green vegetables, beans, minced meat with macaroni, pork with chicken (special menu
at the end of term).

Francisco and Jacentha eating school lunch at the Lapan’ny Ankizy centre
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2.1.3 Summary of the school year result for the intermediate class
Number
of pupils
who sat
the final
exam

Number of
pupils who
did not sit
the
final
exam

Average
Average
grade
grade
maximum / 20
report
unavailable;
pupils with
average
<10/20
(years 1-4)

10

4
outs)
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2.1.4

Average
grade
report
available;
pupils
with
average
>=10/20
(years 14)
(drop- 5

Average
grade
minimum
/ 20

18,13/20
4.48 / 20
(RAVAOARISOA
Marie Josiane, year
3 of primary school,
she is the best in
Class, 1st out of 40
children

Number of
pupils who
passed to
the
next
school year
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Provision of food

Since school was suspended for two months, the school lunch budget for this period was
converted to the provision of food parcels for each of the 12 pupils to help them during
lockdown. The first distribution was carried out on the 7th May 2021, with each pupil being
provided with 3kg of rice, 4 eggs, and 1 local cheese to reinforce their antibodies – as well as 1
soap. The second distribution was held on the 6th June 2021, with each pupil being provided
with 1 litre of cooking oil, 3 cups of beans and 2 packets of porridge with milk (“farilac”) to
strengthen their antibodies.

Parents picking up the first and second food parcels
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2.1.5 Excursion to Ranomafana Park
Apart from the school activities, pupils visited the Ranomafana National Park to explore nature.
The goal was to further personal development for each pupil and to inspire them to protect the
environment by exploring new areas. It was to encourage curiosity about culture, nature and
the environment, to increasing knowledge about the forest and its biodiversity. It provided them
with a change of air by tasting the beauty of nature. There were 57 participants : 51 beneficiary
students, 6 monitors including 4 FBM-NT Agent (Noella, Anjarasoa, Fifi and Falisoa) and 2
teachers from EPP Tsianolondroa (Ms. Mamy and Ms. Felana). The 57 participants did a trail
lasting 2 ½ hours accompanied by a guide for full explanation. We saw various plants: Ravinala
(endemic to Madagascar), Rosewood (precious hard wood), a giant Eucalyptus, Chinese
guavas, bamboos and palm trees, as well as various animal species: Varibolomena
(Auerecerus), various lemur species, birds and reptiles. Finally, the participants crossed a long
bridge over the Namorona river, which is the source of many tributary streams.

Pupils are amazed to see a lemur in the national park for the first time

After walking and visiting the park, pupils eat their picnic at the view point
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II.2. Birth certificate campaign
Help was provided to 9 vulnerable children who have no birth certificate. This is very important
because it is an essential document to be able to go to school and it is a proof of citizenship.

Beneficiary pupils undertake a medical check
before undergoing the official judgement.

Left to right: Fidelo, Jean Claude and Nambinintsoa
are happy to receive their birth certificates.

II.3. Provision of desks and cupboards for the teachers at Tsianolondroa Primary
School
Nursery school classes at Tsianolondroa Primary School received 20 small coloured tables and
40 small coloured chairs. So, each of the 4 nursery classrooms received 5 little tables and 10
little chairs. In order to keep books safe, the teachers received 8 cupboards. They were very
grateful to receive this.

Left to right: the chief of the district educational authorities, the head teacher of Tsianolondroa primary school
and the deputy chief of the district educational authorities responsible for nursery-level pedagogy receives the
desks and cupboards.
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Nursery class with the new little tables and chairs.

The teacher of year 2 (10ème) use the new
cupboards for their books and exercise books.

II.4. Support to Lapan’ny Ankizy
In addition to the 16 pupils there were 90 other pupils from vulnerable families who eat
lunch every school day at Lapan’ny Ankizy. 47 of them were educated at the centre and 43
at normal schools.

Pupils in Lapan’ny Ankizy centre during the school lunch
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II.5. Schooling of individual vulnerable primary school children from Fianarantsoa
Anido had his 1st year at secondary school and has
passed to the 2nd year now. His last average marks
were 10.19 out of 20 and he was 44th out of 46
children. The project paid his enrolment fees and for
his school kit. This school year 2021-2022, he
continues to studies at St Joseph school in
Ambozontany Fianarantsoa.
Anido and his grades

Larissa passed her BEPC exam ;
her last average marks were 12 out
of 20 and she was 4th out of 57
children.

Larissa eating school lunch at Lapan’ny
Ankizy (left) & her grades card (below)
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II.6. Schooling of 5 children from Lapan’ny Ankizy in Ambatofinandrahana
Valérie continues to board and thrive at school. She passed to
Year 2 of high school (“Class Première”). Her last average marks
were 15.49 out of 20 and she came 4th out of 29 children.

Valérie and her grades

Philippine’s last average marks were 11.92 out of 20; she
came 13th out of 34 children. She continues to board and
thrive at school. She passed to year 2 (5ème) of secondary
school.

Philippine and her grades
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Angela passed to year 2 of secondary school (5ème). Her last
average marks were 11.85 out of 20 and she came 8th out of
34 pupils.

Angela and her grades

Prisca moved to study at St. Joseph’s School in
Ambozontany Fianarantsoa in the middle of the
school year 2020-2021 because she had a problem of
social

discrimination

in

Ambatofinandrahana.

Nonetheless, her last average marks were 17.90 out
of 20 and she came 3rd out of 20 pupils. She passed
to year 5 of primary school and continues to study in
Fianarantsoa this school year 2021-2022.

Prisca and her
grades
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Françoise also had a similar situation to Prisca so
she moved to study in Fianarantsoa at St. Joseph’s
School. She has bad results; her last average marks
were 3 out of 20 and she was 29th out of 30
children. So, she has to repeat the third year
(9ème) of primary school.

Françoise’s grades

II.7. Support to 7 university students from vulnerable backgrounds in Ambalavao
district
Over the past academic year 2019-2020, there remains 7 students who were supported by the
project at the University of Andrainjato in Fianarantsoa Madagascar. They received a
scholarship of 100,000Ariary a month over the period from November 2020 to July 2021.
Students’ studies were interrupted by the COVID-19 crisis and administration strike, so the year
was extended for 3 months (August, September and October) over which time students waited
for their exam results. During this time they received 50% of their scholarship stipend to help
them during the “hungry period” (when the price of rice is highest in the market) and to paid
their rent.
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2.7.1 Mamitiana Saunia (physics ENS)
Saunia is 22 years old and comes from Sendrisoa
municipality. He studies Physics and Chemistry at
the "Normal High School” (ENS). He passed to
third year in the university and passed his first
exam. For the new year he began to study on the
2nd November 2021. During his second year, he
started to teach extra classes (giving more
explanation about electrostatics and electrokinetic
lessons to first year students), after which he
received a university certificate at the beginning of
the year. He did an internship in the secondary school in Mahazengy Fianarantsoa as a physics
teacher over 2 weeks. During the confinement he often helped the “terminale” class of high
school students benefiting from the MEO project (sponsorship) by giving exercises on physics
and mathematics.

Saunia’s transcript for the year 1 exam results
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Saunia’s internship certificate

Saunia’ Internship certificate

Saunia’s list of the second-year results (L2); he is number 116
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Thank you letter from Saunia :
“First I thank and honour you all who
help me with my studies: FBM-NT, all
the donors.
I, Saunia Mamitiana Samuel, am
happy to say that this project and
support is beneficial to me especially
to my studies - so I passed to the year 3
in the university.
I am happy to have FBM-NT support
and I promise to give my best. I thank
you, you all who don’t leave me; this
support is important to me so I can
prepare my future and my country”.

Saunia’s thank you letter

2.7.2 Jean Robert
Jean Robert is 23 years old. His home village and
municipality is Sendrisoa. He is studying Tropical
Biodiversity at the Science faculty of Fianarantsoa
University. He passed to the next year (L3).
During the holidays, he returns TO his village to
help HIS family with farming. He has already
completed a test to enter the police force this year,
but he did not pass. He thinks that there was a lot
of corruption in the system.
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Jean Robert’s exam results for the first semester exams (left) & second semester exams (right) in year 1
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Thank you letter from Jean Robert:
“I thank all the donors and Ny Tanintsika NGO for the scholarship every month over my two
years study at university. Even during the holiday period, we receive 50% of the scholarship to
cover our house rent. My heart is very happy in writing this thank you letter because I can
continue my studies at university like my friends and I think that my rights as a young person
are respected. I hope that I can finish my studies to the end and I believe I can reach my goal
if this support continues. I could not continue my studies without you, donors and Ny Tanintsika,
because my parents are poor so they cannot pay for my studies. Finally, I hope that our
cooperation will continue. Thank you, I am very happy. Thank you”.
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2.7.3 Noeline
Noeline is 24 years old and comes from Namoly municipality. She
studies Molecular Biology at the Science Faculty of Fianarantsoa
University. She passed to the next year (L3).

e

Noeline’s exam results for the first semester exam in year 1

Noeline’s exam results for the 2nd semester exam in year 1
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Thank you
Noeline :

letter

from

“I am very thankful to the
donors who support my
studies. Thanks to your help
with supplies, I can continue
my studies at university.
Without it, this would not be
possible. So, I am very happy,
many thanks and I hope that
this support continues until
my Master 2 degree so I can
reach my goal. I passed to
year 3 at the university. Many
thanks, I love and need your
support.”
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2.7.4 Rijasoa
Rijasoa is 23 years old and comes from Namoly
municipality. He studies Mathematics in the Science
faculty of Fianarantsoa University. He has to repeat the
second year (L2) but he is motivated to continue
studying.

Rijasoa receiving his stipend at the FBM-Ny
Tanintsika NGO office.

Rijasoa’s exam results for the first semester exam (left) and second semester exam (right) in year 1
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Thank you letter from Rijasoa:
“I’m happy to write this letter to thank you for your support during my studies. Without you
all: Ny Tanintsika NGO and the donors, I would not continue my studies because of our
poverty. So I am very thankful, your support is important. I will do our best for my studies. I
hope the continuation of our cooperation. I give the honor to you.”

2.7.5 Esther
Esther is 20 years old and comes from Fenoarivo
municipality. She is the second year of her Social
Science degree at the DEGS faculty. She has to repeat
the second year of university having failed to pass her
end-of-year exams.

Esther
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Esther’s final exam results for the first year
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Thank you letter from Esther:
“I’m one of the beneficiary students with Ny Tanintska NGO and I’m happy to thank all the
donors who support the university students until since our first year and until now. Continuing
studying would be impossible without you. I cannot return the good deed you have done for us
but God will give you the best. Thank you from all my heart and all my mind. Finally, I’m happy
to give thanks. I don’t have anything to give to you but I pray that God will help you. Many
thanks.”
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2.7.6 Eliane
Eliane is 21 years and comes from Miarinarivo
municipality. She completed the second year of a
Social science degree at the DEGS faculty of
Fianarantsoa University and has now passed into
the 3rd year of university.

Eliane’s final exam results for year one
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Thank you letter from Eliane:
“I thank you for supporting my university studies in Fianaranstsoa. Without your support, I
could not continue my studies because my family are poor. My mother died when I was 5 years
old, so I lived with my grandparents. After 10 years my grandparents died too when I passed
my BEPC exam. That’s why I applied for a scholarship with Ny Tanintsika NGO (MEO project).
I was accepted and they supported me for three years, throughout high school. And when I
passed my baccalaureate exam, you accepted to help me continue my studies at university. So,
I am happy to thank you for your all support. May God bless you.”
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2.7.7 Elysée
Elysée

is

21

years

old

and

comes

from

Ambohimandroso municipality. She studies law at
the DEGS faculty of Fianarantsoa University. She
also has to repeat her second year after not passing
her end-of-year exams.

Elysée’ first
session grade during the first year
Elysé
Elysée’ second session grades during the first year
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Thank you letter from Elysée:
“I, FITIAVANJANAHARY Joachime Elysée, one of Ny Tanintsika beneficiary students, is happy
to thank the donors who support me until now so I can continue to study. I note that, without
your support I cannot continue my study because of many reasons which leads to a lack of
money. We are many in my family so my parents cannot pay for our studies. Thanks to your
support this problem is resolved and now I am year 2 of university. Finally, I thank the donors
and Ny Tanintsika. I wish that our cooperation continues and we the beneficiary students will
make every effort to obtain good results and succeed.”
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2.7.8 Outing and visit to the tea processing factory in Sahambavy
This outing took place on Wednesday 24th February 2021. 9 students participated. They spent
some time travelling to travel about 20km on a bad road. The visit started as they arrived at the
SIDEXAM factory area where they learnt that tea is the most popular drink in the world after
water. SIDEXAM is the only tea producer in Madagascar. As the Malagasy population is not
yet a big tea consumer, it exports most of its black tea production to Kenya. Students’ research
focused on the comparative study of black tea and green tea from the company to give the
difference between the two types of tea and to elucidate the Malagasy people on the beneficial
effects on human health. They heard from the guide that black tea contributes to the good
functioning of the nervous system, and prevents against the action of bacteria. On the other
hand, green tea can prevents problems related to fat synthesis, so green tea is a remedy for
obesity. It should be noted that only the regular consumption of these drinks could lead to these
beneficial effects and, moreover, medication must be taken away from its consumption. So the
students were happy for the donation of money you gave in foreign currency which enabled
this visit to happen. “Thank you very much!!”

The students take notes and see the tea processing
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Tea processing machine

The technician explains the finished product

Students had a picnic after the visit
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II.8. Individual support
2.8.1 Vola in Andaobato centre
Vola studies with other handicapped children at the Andaobato Centre. She has lived in Noro’s
house since the 18th January 2021 and continues to study there this school year (2021-2022).
She is very intelligent and speaks quite clearly.

Vola at home

Vola with her classmates (she is in the middle with
green clothes)

2.8.2 Supporting her mother’s income-generating activities
The project gave Vola’s mother one large packet of second hand duvets and bed linen as a
start-up supply. Before she started selling we gave her training on entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurial culture training with Vola’s mother

Vola’s mother prepared the second hand duvets and bed
linen (fixing the price for each article)
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Vola’s mother leaving to sell the duvets (walking to market)

2.8.3 Livelihoods support
Entrepreneurship training for the parents of pupils supported/

Parents’ business
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II.9. Centre for the handicapped: Andaobato
2.9.1 Construction of the wire fence along the stairs to the toilet block
The project put in place a wire fence along the stairway to the toilet block at the centre for the
handicapped. This was very much needed because pupils tended to run down to the river and
far away since there is no wall around the grounds. It helps some pupils who experience
difficulty in using the stairs and stops them from falling down.

Before construction

After construction

2.9.2 School lunch
The centre asked for help during a difficult period they experienced over two months (June and
July 2021) towards the end of the school year 2020-201, in order to pay for supplies for the
school canteen. As a result of COVID-19 and school closure, many parents were unable to pay
their monthly fees which usually covers this cost. Help was given to feed 63 handicapped pupils
and 6 teachers.

Every school day, pupils had a break with milk and bread
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School lunch in Andaobato centre for the handicapped

II.10.

Sponsorship request from the nuns at Lapan’ny Ankizy

The following children's sponsors died from COVID-19 in April 2021. The nuns have not
received new supplies since February 2021 so they are in a difficult period but they want to
continue to support these children.
➢ Tojo (year 3 of high school, Terminal), Rolland & Marcel (year 1 of high school (2nd),
they passed their BEPC exams last year): they are siblings, studying at the CIM Sisters
in Sevaina. Their father does not take care of them, their mother has a mental illness so
they live with their uncle in Sevaina.

Tojo, 18 years old

Rolland 21, years old

Marcel, 15 years old

➢ Onja (year 1 of high school (2nd), passed her BEPC exam last year) and Nantenaina
(year 4 (3ème) of secondary school) are twins, and Malala (year 2 of high school (1ère)
who is another sibling. They live in Ampopoka with their mother who is a laundress
but their father is an alcoholic. Onja and Nantenaina study at Lycée Monseigneur
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GIVELET Ankofafa Golf managed by the Auxiliatrice nuns, but Malala is at Lycée
Raherivelo Ramamonjy (LRR) Anjoma.

Onja 15 years old

Nantenaina, 15 years old

Malala, 19 years old

➢ Jonhy (year 1 of high school, he passed his BEPC exam last year) and Omega (year 4
of secondary school) who are siblings, studying at Lycée St Joseph Ambozontany
managed by the Frères Sacré-Cœur. They live in Ambalapaiso with their father who is
a driver's assistant and their mother a laundress.

Johny 16 years old

Oméga 14 years old

These are the reasons they request help if possible or to the best of our ability.
II.11.

Parents, teachers and head teacher request

There are 39 vulnerable pupils from Tsianolondroa primary school who cannot continue to
study because their parents have no money to pay for their enrollment fees and their school kits.
The detailed information and their photos are in appendix.
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THANK YOU !!!
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